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Abstract. Measurements made at the LHC have shown that the production of the J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S) and
Υ (2S) quarkonia is suppressed in Pb-Pb collisions, with respect to the extrapolation of the pp production
yields. The ψ(2S) and Υ (2S) states are more strongly suppressed than the ground states and the level of
the suppression changes with the centrality of the collision. We show that the measured patterns can be
reproduced by a simple model, where all quarkonia are treated in a unified way, starting from the recent
realisation that, in pp collisions, the probability of quarkonium formation has a universal dependence on the
binding-energy of the bound state. The hot-medium suppression effect is parametrized by a penalty factor
in the binding energy, identical for all (S- and P-wave) charmonium and bottomonium states, including
those that indirectly contribute to the measured results through feed-down decays. This single parameter,
computed through a global fit of all available suppression patterns, fully determines the hierarchy of nuclear
effects, for all states and centrality bins. The resulting faithful description of the data provides convincing
evidence in favour of the conjecture of sequential quarkonium suppression induced by QGP formation.
PACS. 12.38.Aw General properties of QCD – 12.38.Qk Experimental tests of QCD – 12.38.Mh Quark-
gluon plasma
1 Introduction
The theory of strong interactions, quantum chromody-
namics (QCD), predicts the existence of a deconfined sys-
tem of quarks and gluons (quark gluon plasma, QGP),
formed when the QCD medium reaches a sufficiently-high
temperature. To produce and study this extremely hot
state of matter, experiments collide heavy nuclei at the
highest possible energies and look for significant modi-
fications in the rates and distributions of the produced
particles, with respect to baseline properties measured in
proton-proton collisions. One of the proposed signatures
of QGP formation is that quarkonium bound states should
be produced less and less frequently, as the binding poten-
tial between the constituent heavy quark and antiquark
is screened by the colour-charge distribution of the sur-
rounding quarks and gluons [1]. The distinctive feature
of this effect is its “sequentiality”: the suppression of the
production of different quarkonium states should happen
progressively, as the temperature of the medium increases,
following a hierarchy in binding energy [2, 3].
Obtaining convincing evidence of this sequential mech-
anism is a challenge to experiments. Only a small number
of the many quarkonium states, in their variety of flavour
compositions, masses, binding energies, sizes, angular mo-
menta and spins, have been observed in nucleus-nucleus
collisions. For several of them, even the baseline proton-
proton production rates and kinematics are poorly known.
Furthermore, even for the most copiously produced and
best-known states, J/ψ and Υ (1S), it is not well known
how many of them are directly produced. The (large) frac-
tion resulting from decays of heavier states must be pre-
cisely evaluated and accounted for, since it is the “mother”
particle, with its specific properties, that undergoes the
interaction with the QCD medium. Moreover, measure-
ments of different states are not always directly compa-
rable, because of differences in the kinematic phase space
windows covered by the detectors or because of inconsis-
tent choices in the binning of the published results. On
the theory side, the interpretation of the data in terms of
the “signal” sequential suppression effect is obfuscated by
a variety of (hypothetical) “background” medium effects,
such as quarkonium formation from initially-uncorrelated
quarks and antiquarks, break-up interactions with other
particles, energy loss in the nuclear matter, modifications
of parton distributions inside the nuclei, etc.
We present a data-driven model that considers quarko-
nium suppression from proton-proton to nucleus-nucleus
collisions through a minimal modification of the “univer-
sal” (state-independent) patterns recently observed in pp
data [4]. It is based on a simple and single empirical hy-
pothesis: the mechanism of nuclear modification depends
only on the quarkonium binding energy, with no distinc-
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tion between the charmonium and bottomonium fami-
lies, nor between states of different masses and spins. The
model is used to fit the nuclear modification factors, RAA,
measured by CMS and ATLAS at
√
s = 5.02 TeV, in bins
of collision centrality defined using the number of par-
ticipant nucleons, Npart. The result of this global fit, us-
ing the most detailed and precise measurements currently
available, is that a simple hierarchy in binding energy can
explain the observed quarkonium suppression patterns. In
other words, the presently available data provide a clear
signature of the sequential suppression conjecture, accord-
ing to which the more strongly-bound states are progres-
sively suppressed as the temperature of the medium ex-
ceeds certain thresholds.
2 Quarkonium suppression patterns
At the current level of experimental precision, the pT-
differential charmonium and bottomonium production
cross sections measured in 7 and 13 TeV pp collisions
at mid-rapidity [5–10] are well reproduced by a simple
parametrization reflecting a universal (state-independent)
energy-momentum scaling [4]. In this description, the
shape of the mass-rescaled transverse momentum (pT/M)
distribution is independent of the quarkonium state, while
its normalization (at any chosen pT/M value) shows a
clear correlation with the binding energy, calculated as
the difference between the open-flavour threshold and
the quarkonium mass, Eb = 2M(D
0) − M(ψ(nS)) or
2M(B0)−M(Υ (nS)). The observed correlation, shown in
Fig. 1, is seemingly identical for the charmonium and bot-
tomonium families, and for the two collision energies.
The linear correlation seen in the log-log representa-
tion of Fig. 1 suggests that we can faithfully parametrize
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Fig. 1. Direct production cross sections of quarkonia in pp
collisions (normalized to the extrapolated cross section of a
state of mass 2mQ), shown as a function of Eb at 7 and 13 TeV.
the Eb dependence of the S-wave direct-production cross
sections using a power-law function:
fψ/Υpp (Eb) ≡
(
σdir(ψ/Υ )
σ(2mQ)
)
pp
=
(
Eb
E0
)δ
. (1)
Here, σ(2mQ) is the extrapolation (at fixed pT/M) of
the cross section to twice the relevant heavy quark mass,
computed from the mass of the lightest quarkonium state:
2mc = M(ηc) and 2mb = M(ηb) [11]. One single expo-
nent parameter δ is used for both quarkonium families,
so as to minimize the number of free parameters in the
model, especially in view of the uncertainties of some ex-
perimental measurements. Independent fits at the two col-
lision energies give the values δ = 0.63 ± 0.02 at 7 TeV
and 0.63± 0.04 at 13 TeV [4]. The equation defines a uni-
versal “bound-state transition function”, f
ψ/Υ
pp (Eb), pro-
portional to the probability that the QQ pre-resonance
evolves to a given ψ/Υ state. The transition process in-
volves long-distance interactions between the quark and
the antiquark, for which no theory calculations exist.
Given the current lack of P-wave cross section data,
we assume that the direct production of χc and χb is
described by an analogous bound-state transition func-
tion, with identical dependence on the binding energy
(same δ value as for the S-wave states), but an inde-
pendent E0 value (reflecting the different angular mo-
mentum and wave-function shape). Complementing this
long-distance scaling with the short-distance production
ratio σ(2mb)/σ(2mc) = (mb/mc)
−6.63±0.08 [4], we ob-
tain a complete parametrization of the direct production
cross sections for all states of the charmonium and bot-
tomonium families. Together with the relevant feed-down
branching fractions [11], this provides a full picture of in-
clusive quarkonium production in pp collisions, including
the detailed contributions of the feed-down decays from
heavier to lighter states, as reported in Ref. [4]. This data-
driven model is used in the present study as a baseline for
the interpretation of the Pb-Pb data.
Our hypothesis on how the pp baseline is modified in
Pb-Pb collisions is guided by the experimental observation
that the ψ(2S) and J/ψ exhibit very different suppres-
sion patterns in Pb-Pb collisions as a function of collision
centrality [12], as shown in Fig. 2-top. The RAA of the
ψ(2S) shows a significant departure from unity already in
the most peripheral bin probed by the experiments, cor-
responding to an average number of colliding nucleons of
Npart = 22, and then seems to be almost independent of
Npart up to the most central Pb-Pb collisions. Instead, the
RAA of the J/ψ shows a more gradual decrease from pe-
ripheral to central collisions, being relatively close to unity
in the most peripheral bins. We can also see in Fig. 2-top
that the Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) suppression patterns [13] are
very similar to those of the J/ψ and ψ(2S), respectively.
The different suppression patterns of the 2S and 1S
states can also be appreciated through the double sup-
pression ratios (RAA(2S)/RAA(1S)) measured by CMS,
as shown in Fig. 2-bottom for the two quarkonium fami-
lies. The charmonium double ratio is significantly smaller
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Fig. 2. Top: Nuclear modification factor as a function of cen-
trality for the (inclusive) J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S), Υ (2S) and Υ (3S)
quarkonia, as measured by CMS comparing pp and Pb-Pb data
at 5.02 TeV [12,13]. Bottom: Corresponding double ratio of the
2S and 1S nuclear modification factors.
than unity already in the most peripheral collisions, con-
firming that the ψ(2S) is strongly suppressed even in the
most “pp-like” nuclear collisions. The J/ψ and ψ(2S) sup-
pression patterns reported by ATLAS [14] show similar
features.
The apparent fragility of the ψ(2S) can be attributed
to its binding energy, 44 MeV, very small with respect
to both its mass and the open charm mass threshold,
2M(D0). A fluctuation of around 1% in the invariant
mass of the pre-resonance QQ or in the threshold energy
above which open charm production becomes possible is
sufficient to inhibit the formation of this weakly-bound
quarkonium state. This concept can be formalized through
a minimal modification of the pp production baseline, in
which the short-distance partonic production of the QQ
state is assumed to remain unchanged, while the long-
distance bound-state transition function (Eq. 1) becomes
f
ψ/Υ
PbPb(Eb, ) ≡
(
σdir(ψ/Υ )
σ(2mQ)
)
PbPb
=
(
Eb − 
E0
)δ
(2)
for Eb −  > 0 and vanishes for Eb −  < 0. Here,  repre-
sents a shift in the difference between the di-meson thresh-
old energy and the QQ mass. The magnitude of  measures
the strength of the observable nuclear suppression effects:
as  increases it becomes progressively less probable to
form the bound state and once  exceeds Eb the QQ pair
never binds into a quarkonium state.
This empirical parametrization implicitly reflects dif-
ferent possible physics effects. For example, multiple scat-
tering effects may increase on average the relative mo-
mentum and invariant mass of the unbound quark and
antiquark [15], pushing such pairs towards or beyond the
di-meson threshold. Alternatively, or simultaneously, a
screening of the attractive interaction between the quark
and the antiquark may disfavour the formation of a bound
state, tending to separate the two objects and ultimately
leading to two independent hadronizations. Both exam-
ples can be described in this model, assuming  > 0.
We indicate with 〈〉 and σ the average and width
of the  distribution characterizing a given experimental
condition, mainly defined by the collision energy and the
centrality-distribution of the events. Correspondingly, we
define the event-averaged bound-state transition function
F
ψ/Υ
PbPb(Eb, 〈〉, σ) =
∫ Eb
0
[(Eb − )/E0]δ G(; 〈〉, σ) d∫ Eb
0
G(; 〈〉, σ) d
,
(3)
where  is distributed following a function G, assumed, for
simplicity, to be Gaussian.
The resulting nuclear suppression ratio for direct
quarkonium production is calculated in this model as
the ratio between the long-distance bound-state transition
functions of the Pb-Pb and pp cases:
RdirAA(Eb, 〈〉, σ) = Fψ/ΥPbPb(Eb, 〈〉, σ) / fψ/Υpp (Eb) . (4)
In principle, the energy-shift effect, and therefore 〈〉
and σ, may depend on the identity of the quarkonium
state. However, in line with the seemingly universal prop-
erties of quarkonium production in pp collisions, we will
work under the hypothesis that also the suppression can
be parametrized with a “universal”  distribution, identi-
cal for all quarkonia. Throughout the following discussion
this will remain our central hypothesis, which we want to
test using the J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) measurements.
While RdirAA is defined continuously for any value of
Eb (including values not corresponding to physical bound
states), the nuclear suppression ratio for inclusive quarko-
nium production depends on the feed-down contributions
specific to each observable state, therefore becoming a dis-
creet set of points. We model the observable suppression
for the quarkonium state ψk as
RincAA(ψk, 〈〉, σ) =∑
j R
dir
AA[Eb(ψj), 〈〉, σ] σdirpp (ψj) B(ψj → ψk)∑
j σ
dir
pp (ψj) B(ψj → ψk)
,
(5)
where, according to the hypothesis that the observed sup-
pression is driven by a state-independent energy-shift ef-
fect, 〈〉 and σ do not depend on j and k. Naturally,
B(ψj → ψk) = 0 if m(ψk) > m(ψj) and B(ψj → ψj) = 1.
For σdirpp (ψj) we use the full set of direct production
cross sections determined, as mentioned above, in the
global parametrization of mid-rapidity 7 TeV data [4]. The
choice of a specific energy for the pp reference does not
affect RincAA as long as the cross section ratios (as effec-
tively appearing in Eq. 5) do not depend on the pp colli-
sion energy, an hypothesis fully consistent with the scaling
properties discussed in Ref. [4].
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Fig. 3. Top: Calculated nuclear suppression factor as a func-
tion of the quarkonium Eb for direct (curves) and inclusive
(markers) production of S- and P-wave states. Results are
shown for σ = 30 MeV and for 〈〉 = 20, 250, 550 and
1000 MeV, respectively shown in green, brown, red and violet.
Bottom: Individual contributions (Eq. 4) of the long-distance
bound-state transition functions in pp (1/f
ψ/Υ
pp , scaled by 0.1)
and Pb-Pb (F
ψ/Υ
PbPb, for the same σ and 〈〉 values).
The Eb dependence of R
dir
AA is shown in Fig. 3-top
as four continuous curves, corresponding to different 〈〉
values, while the corresponding RincAA discrete values, ac-
counting for the state-specific feed-down contributions, are
shown as sets of points, placed at the binding energies of
the physical quarkonium states, reported in Table 1. In
this preliminary illustration we have not shown the ef-
fect of the uncertainties affecting δ, the branching ratios,
and the cross sections. The RdirAA continuous curves show
a strong suppression up to Eb ' 〈〉, followed by a power-
law increase (determined by δ). This shape reflects the
behavior of the Pb-Pb bound-state transition function,
modelled in Eqs. 2 and 3, and shown in Fig. 3-bottom.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the model reproduces the ob-
served hierarchy of centrality-integrated suppression val-
Table 1. Binding energies of the quarkonia shown in Fig. 3.
Quarkonium Eb [MeV] Quarkonium Eb [MeV]
χb2(3P) 36 χc0 315
ψ(2S) 44 χb0(3P) 326
χb1(3P) 47 Υ (2S) 536
χb0(3P) 62 J/ψ 633
χc2 174 χb2(1P) 647
Υ (3S) 204 χb1(1P) 666
χc1 219 χb0(1P) 700
χb2(2P) 290 Υ (1S) 1099
χb1(3P) 304
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the measured values [12–14], in-
tegrated over the probed centrality range, and the results com-
puted for 〈〉 = 450, 500, 550 and 600 MeV, respectively shown
in green, brown, red and violet.
ues, with a universal 〈〉 around 550 MeV. The importance
of accounting for the feed-down contributions is clearly
seen in the J/ψ and Υ (1S) cases, where RincAA and R
dir
AA
are particularly different. The ATLAS J/ψ measurement
does not include the most peripheral Pb-Pb collisions,
which might explain the slightly smaller RAA value, rel-
ative to the CMS measurement. While the Υ (nS) data
points are very well reproduced by the computation made
with 〈〉 = 550 MeV, the measured J/ψ and ψ(2S) RAA
are higher than the computed values. This might be an
indication that charmonium production in Pb-Pb colli-
sions at the LHC energies includes an extra contribution
with respect to those at work in pp collisions, one option
being the binding of uncorrelated quarks and antiquarks
(produced in different nucleon-nucleon interactions), made
possible by the very large number of charm quarks pro-
duced in these collisions [16, 17] and seemingly observed
at low-pT by ALICE [18]. The level of this contribution
should be significantly reduced in the pT region probed by
the CMS and ATLAS data, pT > 6.5 and 9 GeV, respec-
tively, but it could well be that the residual contamination
has a visible effect.
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It is worth highlighting that the maximum-suppression
plateau in the region Eb < 〈〉 becomes wider for larger
values of 〈〉, but RAA never vanishes. This effect is qual-
itatively determined by the non-zero width σ of the
energy-shift distribution. The use of a distribution for
 (instead of a fixed average value) roughly simulates a
realistic mixture of physical events where, for example,
quarkonia produced in the scattering of nucleons in the
nuclear halos (small ) can survive even in the most cen-
tral collisions (large 〈〉). The modelling of this “tail” ef-
fect and, therefore, of the shape of the plateau, reflects the
shape of the  distribution (here simply assumed to be a
symmetric Gaussian). Future measurements of very small
suppression factors close to the centre of the plateau (for
example, the one of the Υ (3S) state, for which only upper
limits exist so far) will probe different shape hypotheses.
We also note that the increase of RAA as Eb → 0, deter-
mining the prediction that the ψ(2S) is less suppressed
than the Υ (3S), is actually a “pp effect”, caused by the
presence of fpp ∝ Eδb in the denominator of RAA (Eqs. 1
and 4), as illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.
3 Global fit of the RAA data
Having introduced and motivated our model in the previ-
ous section, we will now move to a more quantitative anal-
ysis of the experimental data. As mentioned before, the
CMS and ATLAS Collaborations have reported quarko-
nium suppression measurements using pp and Pb-Pb colli-
sions at 5.02 TeV, in comparable experimental conditions,
for four different states, J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S) and Υ (2S),
complemented by upper limits for the Υ (3S) [12–14]. We
performed a global analysis of 37 RAA J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S)
and Υ (2S) values, measured in several Npart bins, testing
the hypothesis of a universal mechanism, the intensity of
which is measured by an average shift 〈〉 of the binding
energy Eb, common to all states and depending on Npart.
Preliminary fits for individual Npart bins show a def-
inite correlation between 〈〉 and the logarithm of Npart,
while no significant dependence of σ on Npart is seen.
Therefore, the global fit of all data is performed assum-
ing a linear dependence of 〈〉 on ln(Npart). The two co-
efficients of this dependence and the (Npart-independent)
σ are the parameters of the fit. While there is, a priori,
no reason to assume that σ is independent of Npart, the
accuracy of the presently available measurements justi-
fies approximating it by a constant, which provides a very
good description of the data and makes the global fit more
robust than if we would have included more free parame-
ters. Other functional forms can be considered once more
precise and detailed data will become available.
Two global uncertainties, common to all ATLAS or
CMS data points, and four uncertainties correlating the
CMS points of each quarkonium state are taken into
account by introducing corresponding constrained (nui-
sance) parameters in the fit. Further nuisance parameters
are δ = 0.63 ± 0.04, parametrizing the power-law depen-
dence on Eb, and several constrained factors used to model
the uncertainties in the direct production cross sections
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Fig. 5. RincAA curves resulting from the global fit, with bands
representing the 68, 95 and 99.7% confidence level intervals,
compared to the corresponding charmonium (top) and bot-
tomonium (middle) measurements by CMS (closed markers)
and ATLAS (open markers), as a function of Npart. The corre-
sponding ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ double ratios (not included as fit con-
straints) are shown in the bottom panel.
and feed-down branching ratios entering Eq. 5. The latter
uncertainties have a negligible impact in the results.
Figure 5 shows how the fit results (coloured bands)
compare to the measurements, as a function of Npart. The
fit has a high quality, with a total χ2 of 40 for 34 de-
grees of freedom, and a 22% probability that a higher χ2
value would be obtained if the data points were statis-
tical fluctuations around perfectly modelled central val-
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Fig. 6. Fitted average energy shift 〈〉 as a function of Npart.
ues. The measured (inclusive) ψ(2S)-to-J/ψ charmonium
suppression double ratio, not included in the fit, is well
reproduced in its seemingly inexistent Npart dependence.
A strong deviation from the approximately flat behaviour
should be observed through more precise and finely binned
measurements in the low-Npart region. Figure 6 shows that
the fitted 〈〉 parameter grows logarithmically with Npart,
reaching 566 ± 15 MeV for Npart = 400. The fitted value
of σ is 30± 5 MeV.
The results of the analysis for the suppression factors
are presented in Fig. 7, both at the level of the direct pro-
duction (RdirAA), as continuous grey bands, and after in-
cluding the effect of the feed-down contributions (RincAA),
as discreet coloured bands, one for each of the five S-
wave states. The results are shown as a function of the
binding energy and in 11 bins of Npart. The sequence
of panels shows the evolution, with increasing Npart, of
the Eb dependence of R
dir
AA, with its characteristic strong-
suppression plateau. The data points are compared to
the corresponding RincAA predictions, illustrating how the
model, with its state-independent formulation, is able to
simultaneously reproduce the measurements reported for
the several different states, throughout the probed spec-
trum of collision centrality.
The analysis of the suppression patterns measured by
CMS for the four 1S and 2S states in 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb col-
lisions [19,20] leads to completely analogous results, with
slightly lower (and less precisely determined) 〈〉 values.
4 Discussion
The question addressed in this paper is the following: is
there a clear sequential pattern in the correlation between
the measured nuclear suppressions and the binding ener-
gies of the quarkonium states?
At first sight, there is no evidence of a sequential hi-
erarchy of suppressions: the data indicate that the Υ (2S)
is as much suppressed as the ψ(2S), at least in the most
central collisions, despite its ∼ 12 times higher binding
energy. Another relevant observation is that the relative
suppression of the ψ(2S) with respect to the J/ψ is seem-
ingly independent of the collision centrality in the range
covered by the existing measurements (Npart > 20). If
the nuclear suppression factors would be defined with re-
spect to the most peripheral of the (available) Pb-Pb data
(RCP ), instead of the pp data (RAA), one might wrongly
infer that the ψ(2S) and J/ψ are equally suppressed.
Our model of how quarkonium production is modified
in nucleus-nucleus collisions assumes that, indeed, the nu-
clear suppression depends sequentially on the binding en-
ergy of the quarkonium states. The starting point is the
significant correlation patterns observed [4] in the precise
and detailed 7 and 13 TeV pp data [5–10]: S-wave quarko-
nium production in pp collisions can be parametrized
assuming that the transition probability from the pre-
resonant QQ state to the physically observable bound
state is simply proportional to a power law in the bind-
ing energy, P (QQ → Q)pp ∝ Eδb, equal for all states. We
use this parametrization, extended to the P-wave states,
as a reference description of pp quarkonium production,
including the detailed structure of the indirect produc-
tion via feed-down decays. The nuclear suppression ef-
fect is then modelled by a minimal modification of the
pp reference formula, introducing a threshold mechanism
parametrizable with a “penalty” applied to the binding
energy: P (QQ → Q)AA ∝ (Eb − )δ, with P = 0 for
Eb < , where  depends on collision energy and central-
ity but is identical for all cc¯ and bb¯ states.
A global fit to ATLAS and CMS data at 5.02 TeV
shows that this hypothesis describes quantitatively the ob-
served suppression patterns for the different final states,
accounting for the similarity of the Υ (2S) and ψ(2S)
suppressions in central collisions and for the appar-
ent constancy of the relative suppression of the ψ(2S)
with respect to the J/ψ. This latter effect is actually
explained by the fact that the average binding-energy
penalty 〈〉, a “thermometer” of the global nuclear mod-
ification effect, increases logarithmically with the num-
ber of participants Npart, while the data points, dis-
tributed uniformly in Npart, mostly populate an asymp-
totic maximum-suppression region. By adopting a binning
in ln(Npart), future measurements may provide a more
complete view of the suppression effect, being the domain
of the most peripheral collisions the one where the most
characterizing Npart dependence should be observed.
5 Summary
Despite the lack of experimental information on both the
production (in pp collisions) and the suppression (in Pb-
Pb collisions) of all the P-wave states, with their cru-
cial and mostly unknown feed-down contributions to the
(inclusive) production of the S-wave states, the available
measurements already provide a very good starting point
for a detailed investigation of how the nuclear effects de-
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Fig. 7. Comparison, as a function of the binding energy, between the data reported by CMS (closed markers) and ATLAS (open
markers), at approximately the same average Npart, and the corresponding global-fit results for R
inc
AA (coloured band segments)
and RdirAA (continuous grey bands).
pend on the QQ binding energy, over the maximally wide
physical range Eb ' 50–1100 MeV.
The conclusion of our study is that the measurements
provide evidence of a sequential nuclear suppression,
which increasingly penalizes the production of the more
weakly bound states, as foreseen [2, 3] when the mecha-
nism at play is a screening of the binding forces inside the
quark gluon plasma. In first approximation, no additional
nuclear effects are needed to describe the measured sup-
pression patterns, integrated in the pT and |y| domains
probed by the CMS and ATLAS data. Such effects might
become visible in more detailed multi-dimensional anal-
yses, also including the dependences of the suppression
rates on pT and y, to be performed once the experimental
data will become more precise and/or will cover an ex-
tended phase space region. For instance, including accu-
rate measurements of all S-wave quarkonia in the forward
rapidity region covered by ALICE and LHCb should allow
us to disentangle the impact of the nuclear effects on the
parton distribution functions.
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It is particularly remarkable that a single binding-
energy scaling pattern seamlessly reproduces the state de-
pendence of the quarkonium yield in pp collisions and
also, with the additional “penalty” effect induced by the
medium, in nucleus-nucleus collisions. This result consoli-
dates the success and relevance of the simple, factorizable
and universal description of quarkonium production dis-
cussed in Refs. [4, 21], further urging investigations on its
consistency with non-relativistic QCD [22] and on the fun-
damental origin of such unexpected simplicity, as recently
argued in Ref. [23].
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